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1. Implementation details
In Figure 1, we show the pseudo algorithms for Batch

Normalization (BN) [3], Sandwich Batch Normalization
(SaBN) and Sandwich Auxiliary Batch Normalization
(SaAuxBN).



def BatchNorm(x, gamma, beta, running_mean, running_var, eps=1e-5,

momentum=0.1):

# x: input features with shape [N,C,H,W]

# gamma, beta: scale factors with shape [1,C,1,1]

mean, var = tf.nn.moments(x, [0, 2, 3], keep dims = True)

running_mean = (1 - momentum) * running_mean + momentum * mean

running_var = (1 - momentum) * running_var + momentum * var

x = (x - running_mean) / tf.sqrt(running_var + eps)

return x * gamma + beta

def SaBatchNorm(x, sa_gamma, sa_beta, gammas, betas, index,

running_mean, running_var, eps=1e-5, momentum=0.1):

# x: input features with shape [N,C,H,W]

# sa_gamma, sa_beta: shared scale factor with shape [1,C,1,1]

# gammas, betas: a list of scale factors with shape [1,C,1,1]

mean, var = tf.nn.moments(x, [0, 2, 3], keep_dims = True)

running_mean = (1 - momentum) * running_mean + momentum * mean

running_var = (1 - momentum) * running_var + momentum * var

x = (x - running_mean) / tf.sqrt(running_var + eps)

x = x * sa_gamma + sa_beta

return x * gammas[index] + betas[index]

def SaAuxBatchNorm(x, sa_gamma, sa_beta, gammas, betas, index,

running_means, running_vars, eps=1e-5, momentum=0.1):

# x: input features with shape [N,C,H,W]

# sa_gamma, sa_beta: shared scale factors with shape [1,C,1,1]

# gammas, betas: a list of scale factors with shape [1,C,1,1]

mean, var = tf.nn.moments(x, [0, 2, 3], keep dims = True)

running_means[index] = (1 - momentum) * running_means[index]

+ momentum * mean

running_vars[index] = (1 - momentum) * running_vars[index]

+ momentum * var

x = (x - running_means[index]) / tf.sqrt(running_vars[index]

+ eps)

x = x * sa_gamma + sa_beta

return x * gammas[index] + betas[index]

Figure 1: Pseudo Python code of BN [3], SaBN and AuxSaBN with TensorFlow [1]. We highlight the main difference
between our approaches with vanilla BN.



2. Additional Analysis in Neural Architecture
Search

2.1. Architecture Evolving during Neural Architec-
ture Search

Darts bn

(a) The softmaxed architecture parameters on each edge in DARTS
during searching.

Darts ccbn

(b) The softmaxed architecture parameters on each edge in
DARTS-CCBN during searching.

Darts sabn

(c) The softmaxed architecture parameters on each edge in
DARTS-SaBN during searching.

Figure 2: The evolving trend of architecture parameters.

The evolution of architecture parameters for each
method are presented in Fig. 3.

2.2. Gradient Analysis
We further analyze the gradient magnitude in neural ar-

chitecture search task. The gradients are taken on the convo-
lution layer in the residual block of NAS-Bench-201 super-
net [2]. We visualize the the standard deviation of gradient
L2-norm across different architectures in Fig. 4, indicat-
ing that the model with SaBN has more balanced gradient
magnitude.
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Figure 3: The derived architectures. The architectures
searched by DARTS are dominated by “skip_connect”
and the architecture of DARTS-CCBN is full of both
“skip_connect” and “none”. In contrast, DARTS-SaBN
highly prefers “nor_conv_3x3”.

Figure 4: The standard deviation of gradient magnitude
among different architectures. X-axis denotes the layer
depth in the supernet.



3. Additional Analysis on Adversarial Robust-
ness

We analyze the gradient magnitude of the network in ad-
versarial robustness task for SaBN and CCBN. The gradi-
ent is taken from the last convolution layer in each network
stage. We compare the gradient magnitude difference be-
tween clean and adversarial branch via standard deviation
of gradient L2-norm. For gradient of clean branch, the clean
examples are used as input, while adversarial examples are
used as input for the calculation of gradient on adversarial
branch. The results are shown in Fig. 5. We can see that
model with SaBN has more balanced gradient magnitude
between adversarial branch and clean branch.

Figure 5: The gradient L2-norm standard deviation be-
tween clean branch and adversarial branch. X-axis de-
notes the depth in the supernet.

4. Visualization of Style Transfer
The visual results of style transfer are shown in Fig. 6.

Compared with AdaIN and ILM-IN, SaBN generates more
visual-appealing images.
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Figure 6: The visual results of style transfer. An ideally stylized output should be semantically similar to the content image,
while naturally incorporate the style information from the referenced style image.


